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These update notes provide further information following the 
submission of the ENC Matter Statements on 26th August 2008 

Matter B Housing - PDL and windfall 

1 A Technical Note (Doc 914) is provided in order to factually clarify some key 
matters and related figures re the RNOTP approach to housing PDL and 
windfall following further discussion with GOEM. 

2 The note clarifies the considerations that have led the Council to take an 
approach that may be considered to be technically inconsistent with 
paragraph 43 of PPS 3 which describes the approach that should be taken 
unless it is appropriate to do otherwise. The reasons why the approach taken 
is considered appropriate by the Council are clarified in the Technical Note. 

3 In relation to including an element of windfall the Technical Note also 
identifies the local circumstances which the Council considers prevents it from 
identifying all the specific sites that will provide supply during the ten year 
period referred to in para 59 of PPS3. 

Matter C Phasing and Infrastructure - Housing trajectories and Housing 
Implementation Strategy 

4 The Matter C ENC statement Appendix 1 identifies additional text that could 
be added to the Plan. 

5 Whereas the second paragraph refers to the incorporation of the 
trajectories for Oundle and Thrapston in to the Plan following discussion with 
GOEM it is considered that the overall plan area trajectory would be 
sufficient to incorporate in the Plan with the trajectories for Oundle and 
Thrapston being carried forward through the Annual Monitoring report. 

The additional text on Housing Implementation Strategy would in part fill a gap 
in the Plan as it is currently silent on this matter so far as paragraphs 62 and 
63 of PPS 3 identify what a housing implementation strategy should include. If 
included in the Plan this text would provide a basis for taking the 
implementation strategy further through subsequent monitoring and related 
management actions with these being reported through the Annual Monitoring 
Report. 

Matter J Implementation and Monitoring - possible changes to the Plan 
in relation to monitoring 

In the last two paragraphs of the Matter J ENC statement the possibility of 
altering the Plan (so as to acknowledge that its policy indicators and targets 
as set down in the submitted monitoring framework can be changed and 
updated through the AMR process) is raised. This would provide the potential 
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to address concerns that GOEM has previously raised about not all policies 
having indicators and targets would update the plan in order to reflect the 
need for a focussed and efficient relationship between RNOTP and Core 
Strategy monitoring as discussed at a meeting with the JPU, GOEM and other 
districts on 18/9/08. This would also allow plan monitoring to take on board 
any further changes and developments in national core indicators and best 
practice indicators for monitoring spatial plans in addition to those published in 
July 2008.i. 

Possible changes to OUN1 and THR5 wording regarding infrastructure 

An ENC consistency evaluation of the adopted Core Strategy Policy 6 and the 
proposed RNOTP policies OUN 1 and THR5 is provided (Doc 915) which 
follows discussions with and is intended to further address any residual 
concerns of GOEM 

The Matter C statement Appendix 1 identifies possible amendments to the 
existing text of policies OUN1 and THR5 (as previously proposed by the 
Council to be changed) that could partially satisfy previous concerns 
expressed by GOEM and others. The Consistency Evaluation identifies no 
major alignment or consistency issues. The negative rather than positive 
wording in the OUN1 policy is identified as a consistency issue but this could 
be addressed by the use of the alternative wording identified in Appendix 1 to 
the Matter C statement. 


